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Campus mourns passing of beloved counselor

Students, administration and faculty reel after untimely death of Beverly
Ryan Dansak

Editorial Staff
"Deeply and profoundly" are the
words Associate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton used to describe the
effect the death of Student Health
Counselor Beverly
Woods will have on the Wooster
community.
Sometime late Sunday night or
early Monday morning, Woods was
preparing to leave Hygeia when she
collapsed in the hallway on the third
floor of the building. She was found,
a short time later, by Cheryl Neely,
a registered nurse for the College,
who was making her nightly rounds:
According to the police report,
Woods' body showed no sign of injury or foul play.
She was under the care of a physician prior to her death, according
to the police report.
At 11:45 p.m. Sunday night.
Woods slipped a letter under the
Hall-Ogletr-

ee

Woods

Hall-Oglet-ree

nationally "recognized in the field
faculties she had initially thought passed away, her family was not inwere attributed to a recent miscarformed of her death until around of alcohol and drug education." acnoon on Monday. Woods was 40 cording to Dean of Students Ken
riage.
According to Wayne County years old and married Alfred Woods Plusquellec.
Not only did she counsel students,
Coroner James Questel's preshe was also a part of the Resi
liminary report, Woods died of
dential Life training program,
blood clots in "She is
natural causes
friend, our mentor, and advised several student or
the lung.
sister,
teacher; one
ganizations on campus includBecause of her health probing Den Program, Men of
lems. Woods had been unable the most innately honest,
Harambee, Images, Sisters in
to counsel students for the past beautiful
peaceful beings
Spirit and Black Women's Ortwo weeks, Student Health with whom have ever come
ganization.
Center Director Nancy Ander"Her counseling style was
into
contact."
working
son said. Woods was
one that empowered students
Carmen Hotvedt '00
late, leaving notes for the stugave students a lot of
dents she counseled to inform
choices,"
Buxton said.
summer.
illness,
would
she
last
them that, due to
"Beverly loved what she did. She
The College of Wooster's Resinot be able to see them this week,
really invested a lot of who she was
dential Life staff called an emerAnderson said.
in the students ... in the campus,"
that
afternoon
Woods
meeting
later
gency
stopped
During her illness.
Anderson said.
and was informed of Woods passinto the Student Health Center pe"She shared her life
riodically to communicate with her ing. The staff, in turn, informed stuit
it
made
according
dents.
students,
colleagues and
Woods joined Wooster's staff in life with her," Christina S
to Anderson.
page 2
January 1995 and was locally and
Due to the late hour that Woods
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File Photo
Woods in action

at Love

Your Body

day this fall.

kitchen door at Hygeia that updated
the staff on her medical condition.
In the letter, according to the report.
Woods complained of breathing dif

Guili lawsuit decided
Alpha Gamma Phi on probation Former
security officer awarded $75,000
Club loses pledge class after party deemed illegal rush

Luke Lindberg

guidelines allow, would be a useful concerning underage drinking. The
Editor-in-Chiclub will cover the expenses for the
rule.
workshop.
The penalties were as follows:
A Nov. 1 0 event sponsored by the
Community service was also or0
Alpha Gamma Phi
sorority Alpha Gamma Phi was The
ruled an illegal rush party by the pledge class who accepted bids will dered by CSO, as each Alpha
Committee on Social Organizations not be allowed to pledge the club. Gamma Phi member is to complete
at least five hours of ser
this past Monday. CSO
vice to community orgacame to its conclusion
nizations. Furthermore,
based on the evidence that tt You get' three strikes. You might have
these service hours must
mostly women were one now.
reguests at the event, all of
--Bob Rodda, Committee on Social be substance abuse
lated.
the women who attended
Organizations Chair Finally, the club's char- the first Alpha Gamm rush
ter was placed on probawere invited and the event
tion for one year, until
was definitely sponsored
There can also be no more new December 7, 2000. Any further vioby the sorority. '
The penalties struck another member activities this' year, which lations during this time period will
prevents the sorority from rushing seriously jeopardize the group's stanegative chord in an already tumultus as an officially recognized camany new members at all.
community.
Greek
the
year
for
tuous
pus organization.
Second, CSO ruled that all memThe infraction closely follows PresiBob Rodda, the Chair of the Comdent Hales' proposal to Campus bers of Alpha Gamma Phi must parmittee on Social Organizations,
Council earlier this semester where ticipate in an alcohol workshop,
he suggested that allowing students which will last a minimum of three
please see ALPHA GAMMS,
to rush clubs and sections beginning hours. Included topics will be repage 4
their sophomore year, instead of sponsible party sponsorship, liabilduring their first year as the present ity issues for the club and issues
ef
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The Deng Multicultural Pro
gram will sponsor a showing of
Mississippi Masala on Thurs
day, Dec. 9 at 7 p.m. in Den6
house. Snacks will be provided.
Happy Hour is in the Under
ground from 8 p.m. on Friday.
5--

Residence Halls close at
10 a.m. on Saturday.
The Wooster Symphony

Of if: l&fciE (PiLKV
1

Orchestra Holiday Concert is on
Friday af.8:15 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Tickets are required.
The Simpletons will perform in
the Underground from 11 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. on Saturday. Cost is
$0.75.

Reading Days will be next Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
All first year students are invited
to a belated Wooster welome at
Gault Alumni Center Thursday and
Friday from 1 1 a.m. to 3 p.m., featuring cookies, cider and gifts.

Allison Roger

Staff Writer

The former security guard who
was accused of raping a College of
Wooster student on October 30,
1997 has won his latest suit. Recently, Michael Guili was found by
a Wayne County jury to have suffered defamation of character from
the alleged victim. As a result, Guili
was awarded $25,000 in compensatory damages and $50,000 in punitive damages.
Guili was also cleared on the
grounds of a "preponderance of the
evidence" of the assault and battery

charge filed by the alleged victim
in response to Guili 's defamation
suit.

Guili's case was tried on Novemon the "complaint of the
ber
plaintiff (Guili) for defamation, intentional interference with employment and malicious prosecution and
on the counterclaim of the defendant
for assault and battery and inten22-2- 4

tional infliction of emotional
harm."
The case stems from an incident
please see RAPE DECISION,
page 3

This Week In the Voice:
Viewpoints

Arrs & Entkbtainmknt
speaks.
A Pbish-hea- d
Ben Duval reviews his favorite band,
page 10

Tribute to a souL
The College remembers a friend,
page 5

Sports

Features
Theory and Practice of Teamwork.

Basketball crushes Oberlin.

Judge and Mrs. Bell share their wisdom,
page 7

Thompson injured during yesterday's win.

"The Nightmare Before
'

Christmas" will show

in

Mateer Auditorium on Friday
at 7:30 p.m.
Examinations are from Tues
day to Friday.
Classes will end at 4 p.m. this
Friday.
COMPILED

BY
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Only One
More Day of
Classes!

News
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permanent dissolution

Volunteer pretzel wreaths CC debates

Members cite lack of authority and failure to legislate proactively
"If all we're going to do is administrative things ... that could be taken
care of by, say, the treasurer's office."
Hickey reminded the group that
Campus Council was originally
formed for reasons that are no
longer relevant: "The crises of the
'60s and '70s that brought about a
need for Campus Council ... no

Heather Milum

Assistant News Editor
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of Philosophy Garrett Thompson
contributed.
Representative-at-Larg- e

"

of

I

all of
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Andy

Rockenstein '01 agreed that dissolvAt its final meeting of the semesing the board would not be the most
dister, Campus Council debated
action. "Just because we
useful
cama
as
permanently
itself
banding
haven't done anything momentous
pus entity. The debate sprang from
this semester ... doesn't mean that
discussion regarding the composiin the future we won't have issues
tion of Council membership, which
to deal with."
currently includes student, faculty
Courtney White, the self- and administrative represen
proclaimed
"anarchist on
tatives.
council," also believed that it
Every three years Council
realize that don 't know
was essential for Council to reis asked to evaluate its mem- the history
this group, but in
main intact; "The alternatives
bers, a task that Chair Jen
this
served
in
I've
semester
some form of totalitarian
the
are
Sorrells 01 raised at the
... here we
H
administration
do
body.
us
seen
haven
meeting's start. "We are
charged with, every three anything that couldn 't have been have 6 people voting, representatives from the faculty,
years, evaluating uic uichi- f...
nrvnnirntinn
and student
administration
resn
f
hrsnin nf fVninnl
body ... ideally reaching a
minded the group. "We need channel."
consensus," he said.
- Sharon Shelly, Professor
to decide if our goal, in meetdid caution, however,
maintain
is
to
ing this task,
French thatWhite
"the authority we get
status quo. Is it to increase
comes only from the impor- or decrease the number of
longer exist This is an easier time. tance of the issues we tackle... we
seats on Council? Are there reaThe question is, is there anything we haven't been tackling issues imporsons to increase or decrease memon a regular basis that can't be tant enough- - to our constituencies
do
bership?" she asked.
done as well, or better, by another this semester."
The assembled members, howThe debate ended with a general
organization on campus?"
ever, were interested in first decidagreement by Council to reconIn responding to this question,
ing whether or not Campus Council
needs to' exist before deciding the some felt that what actually should vene in January and evaluate the
composition of its membership. be discussed is how Council can ways in which the body can imDirector of Libraries Damon work better rather than whether or prove its status as a campus authority. By engaging in such a disHickey, who has served seven terms not it should exist "It seems a negaCouncussion,
members hope to deteranwhether
ask
to
icnt,i2un
tive
a
representative,
as council
cil should exist... maybe a better mine, in the words of White, "what
swered Sorrells' charge by requestkind of active role the group has
question is, how can we make Couning that Council "question whether
on
Professor
organization,"
a
campus."
better
orga
cil
this
for
a
is
need
really
there
nization." His comment was immediately taken up by several Council
members who were frustrated by the
group's lack of authority and failthis
ure to legislate
year.
IGC representative David Lohr
'01 began the debate by saying "We
WHICH FRESH FRUITS ARE THE MOST
oversee SGA and WVN . . . but when
it comes down to actually passing
W00STER STUDENTS?
legislation ... do we actually have
power? Is our opinion taken into
consideration?"
Hickey echoed his sentiments,
stating that "All we have is
1. BANANAS (2.153 PER WEEK)
influence. . .we don't have power. If
the President doesn't like something, we can't pass an issue over
his head. We have persuasive
2 APPLES
PER WEEK)
power, not legislative power."
Others expressed the idea that,
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photo by Amelia Kays

It smells like Christmas spirit Culbertson house 's Love is Ageless program
held a Christ las craftmaking session last Tuesday evening for Horn Nursing

Home residents. The College of Wooster students shellacked mini pretzels
together into wreaths to make decorations for resident rooms. ,
77k wreaths, along with homemade Christmas cants. Mali be delivered to the
residents of the nursing home in time to provide a little Christmas
cheer.
Here, program president Katherine Randall '01 joins Colleen Walter '03 in
wreothmaking.

......

70-pl- us

Ogletree Woods
continued from page

1

said.

That willingness to share herself,
Buxton said, was what attracted students to Woods and "that freedom,
that level of comfort to do that made
her more human, more real to the students, and they appreciated that"
Before coming to the College,
Woods worked as a counselor and
director of the University Counseling Center at Wilberforce University in Xenia, Ohio from 1992 until
1994. She graduated from Miami
University in 1981 with a bachelor's
degree in Psychology and Black
Studies, and had a master's degree
in Counseling from the University
of Cincinnati.
Woods had a wide range of counseling experience. In Dayton, she
counseled individuals and family
members and provided crisis intervention services for Daybreak Inc.
from 1992 until 1994. She was a
coordinator of training services for
the Drug ActionOS AP of the Alcohol",

"Dfifg-Addictibfr'arid-'M&n-

fat

Health Services Board of Montgomery County from 1990 until 1991.
She earned the William H. Mallory
Award for Outstanding Leadership
in the Field of Chemical Dependency in Ohio in 1990. She was also
an accomplished author and wrote
several journal articles concerning
drug abuse and prevention.
Carmen Hotvedt '00 said, "She is
our friend, our mentor, our sister, our
teacher; one of the most innately
honest, beautiful and peaceful beings with whom I have ever come
into contact"
Students and faculty are mourning Woods' death privately and at
public grieving sessions held at
Lowry Center.
Funeral services for Woods will
be held at 1 1 a.m. on Saturday at the
Faith United Church of Christ 200
Delaware Avenue Dayton, OH
Visitation is
45405, (937)
from 9 a.m. to 1 1 a.m.; Rev. Stephen
W. Camp will preside.
College services for Woods have
scheduled.'. f?v n-j.23Trt XUTiiiiU ban zM&ll
275-405- 4.

iye4-td.b-
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more important than a lack of
power, Campus Council lacks purpose. Professor of French Sharon
Shelly, serving her first term on the
Council, said, "I realize that I don't
know all of the history of this group,
but in the semester I've served in
this body, I haven't seen us do anything that couldn't have been done
by another organization or channel."
Representative-at-Larg-
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Courtney White '01 agreed that
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Thompson convicted Library sponsors Giving Tree
HR Director, City Council President
Wooster Interfaith Housing.
Books for People to People
Ministries' annual Christmas toy
distribution can be for children
of any age. Every Woman's
House "Julia's Place" would
like, for children of all ages,
books that have positive mesor,
sages, encourage
deal with conflict resolution (the
Library has a list of suggested
authors). The Salvation Army
runs a tutoring program for
young folks, and would like
readers that appeal to children
from 3rd grade through high

found guilty Tuesday on DUI charges
Naomi Kresge

News Editor
College of Wooster Director of
Human Resources and Wooster City
Council President Gary L. Thompson appeared in court Tuesday
morning on charges of driving under the influence of alcohol.

Wooster police officer Bill
Belcher stopped Thompson during
a standard radar check last Thurs-

day. Thompson was traveling 47
mph in a 35 mph zone on East Bowman Avenue between McDonald
and Grant streets. Belcher's report
states that, after giving Thompson
a verbal warning for speeding, the

officer noticed bloodshot and

glassy eyes as well as an "odor of

alcoholic

beverage

on

Thompson's breath."
The officer performed standard
motor skills tests, which Thompson
failed. A subsequent breath analyzer
test at 4:30 p.m. showed a blood alcohol level of 0. 185. The legal limit
for driving is 0.10.
The stop occurred as Thompson
daugh- -' t
was driving ,hjs
14-year--

pld

ter to the orthodontist.
Thompson waived his right to a
court or jury trial and pled no contest to three charges: driving under
the influence of alcohol, having a
blood alcohol content above specified levels and child endangerment.
The Wooster Municipal Court found
him guilty on each of the three
charges.
The Wooster Voice was unable tQ
reach Thompson for comment.
In an interview with the Akron
Beacon Journal, Thompson declined to discuss the incident, calling it a "personal matter." When the
Beacon Journal asked if Thompson
had a drinking problem, he replied,
"As of right now, I am a teetotaler."

Jeffrey

1

which surfaced in November of
1997, following allegations made by
a College of Wooster student who
claimed she was raped by Guili in

his apartment after the annual
gers Halloween party. As a result
of the allegations, Guili was released from his position as a College of Wooster Security officer.
In the spring of 1998, Guili filed
a joint suit both against the College
of Wooster and against the alleged
student victim. Guili charged the
College with "wrongful discharge,
breach of contract, negligence and
invasion of privacy by the College
and defamation, intentional interference with employment." The female student was accused of "malicious criminal persecution."
During the summer of 1998, the
presiding judge ruled that the school
Dig-

"had the right to terminate Guili,
provided the decision did not violate public policy," suspending the
College of Wooster's section of the
case. However, although the decision
effectively terminated the College's
involvement, the articles concerning
the alleged student victim remained
open. The most recent ruling and assignment of $75,000 in damages
stemmed from these charges.
Article I, Section I of the Constitution of the State of Ohio was cited
to support the decision: "a clear public policy exists via Article I, Section I of the Constitution of the State
of Ohio and the 14th Ammendment
of the US Constitution that an adult
has the right to a zone of privacy
which includes intimate sexual relations in one's home..." Guili was
cleared of any wrongdoing regarding the accusations of alleged rape
filed against him.

Saint George: A Mummers' Play for
Usher in final exams this year with the eighth annunal performance.
The play, which lasts fewer than ten minutes, will be staged in the
lobby of Andrews Library at 9:00 pjn. both Sunday, December 12,
and Monday, December 13.

b free, and refreshments will follow the performance.
Christopher Matsos '00 stars again this year in the role of Saint

Admission
George.

ANDREWS LIBRARY Sunday and Monday

9 p.m.

self-estee-

m

:

;

school. Wooster Interfaith
Housing's "Help House" would

like books for
photo by Ameua Kays
The

Hanna, College of

Wooster Director of Human Relations, told the Voice that "the College has taken appropriate action."
Hanna declined to reveal the exact
nature of the action, stating that
"This is a personnel matter, and we
do not discuss personnel matters."
The case is slated for sentencing
on January ,20, 2000.

Rape
continued from page

y

.

library giving tree

in the Andrews lobby.

The College of Wooster Libraries staff is sponsoring its
second annual Library Giving
Tree program this holiday season. New children's books are
being collected for four, area
agencies. The effort started on
Monday, November 29 and will

run through December 23.
There are collecti on boxes at the
Reserve Desk in Gault Library

.
..

and the InterLibrary Loan Desk in
Andrews Library, along with "ornaments' on which can be written the
name of the donor and the title of
the book. The ornaments can be
hung on the tree in the Andrews Library Lobby.
The four agencies selected this
year are Every Woman's House
"Julia's Place," People to People
Ministries,. Salvation Army, and

pre-scho-

ol

'

through 6th grade children that
that allow
promote
for different family situations '
and that encourage basic coping
skills. For more information stop ,
by the library or call Day Logan
self-estee-

m,

(x2130) or Elaine Snyder
(x2155)
As you think about your
Christmas shopping these last
days before break, please keep
this project in mind!

- from Source "Materia),
'

by

Margo
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Fire strikes Bissman 6th section
Fire potential on the rise, according to Kathy Reynolds
Ahtx Pries

Staff Writer

raised important concerns about
fire prevention and safety on

When a fire on College property
actually occurs, campus security
officers are often the first on the
scene. And while the Wooster Fire
Department is always notified
when a fire alarm sounds on cam-

According to Reynolds, fire
A fire in Bissman Hall this week
has prompted discussion of general safety is a crucial and important
concern. "It's an issue to be very
campus fire safety issues.
The fire, which broke out early concerned about. I've seen an pus, security officers are inincrease in fire potential in the structed to use their judgement to
Monday morning in the sixth secdetermine whether or not the
tion of Bissman, originated in a last three to five years,"
flames can be extinguished
room due to electrical problem
without waiting for fire fightwith a Sony Playstation.
ers to arrive.
Security responded to the "It's an issue to be very
That situation arose during
report of an activated fire alarm
the Holden fire last year, as
in Bissman, and the Wooster concerned about. I've seen an
potential in the officials made an attempt to
Fire Department was immedi- increase in
douse the fire with extin
Both
arrived last three to five years, Fire
ately notified.
guishers and then waited for
promptly on the scene, and the Safety
Kathy
Coordinator
the Wooster Fire Department
fire was extinguished with
said.
Reynolds
arrive. "Security officers
to
inju
no
and
damage
minimal
do several things when they
ries. The fire was contained to
arrive on the scene,"
one room of Bissman and most
said.
Reynolds
said.
Reynolds
was
electrical
to
of the damage
"First thing they do is search the
Besides obvious fire hazards such
equipment.
as burning candles, Reynolds is also building .to locate the fire, then
According to Fire Safety Coordiseabout another serious and assist in removing people, and
concerned
campus
Reynolds,
Kathy
nator
curity officers were able to identify common cause of fires: electrical meet the fire department to explain
the situation as best they can."
shorts.
the source of the fire upon their arThe concerns of fire safety led the
common
are
shorts
Electrical
unable
were
scene
but
rival on the
administration to request that stucauses of fire due to students' overto put it out.
dents unplug their appliances before
This fire comes just one week use of outlets in rooms. "Each perdeparting from campus over
plug
to
wants
and
a
plug
claims
son
the
of
anniversary
after the first
blaze that gutted a room in Holden in their IS appliances," Reynolds Christmas break. Unattended
rooms and empty dorms increase
said.
last year.
the
the chances of damage from poscause
both
were
of
the
Shorts
as.
Holden
as
well
incident,
The
sible fires.
other smaller fires since then, has Holden and Bissman fires.

fire

"

News

Extra reading days
Staff Writer

On Monday, December 6, it was
approved by the Faculty to increase
the number of reading days to two
2
for the
and
school year... Exams will run from
Monday night to Friday morning.
Discussions began in September
between Dean of Faculty Thomas
Falkner, Campus Council member
Courtney White 01 and Campus
Council Chair Jen Sorrells '02 to extend the number of reading days for
the spring. As the schedule stood
at that point, there are three reading days for this fall semester but
only two days available in the
spring.
Sorrells sent a letter from Campus Council to the Educational
Policy Committee addressing the
request for three reading days at the
end of each semester. She wrote,
"They students will be better able
to master their course material and
to improve their performance,
thereby raising the academic standards of the college."
However, Sorrells also acknowledged in her letter that "We under
two-thir-
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"T" were printed in bold.
On Tuesday the tree was returned,
when Security was notified of a disassembled tree in Babcock. The tree
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stand that adding a day for students
to study for finals cannot come
without a cost" On October 27 the
EPC approved the final change in
reading days.
EPC member and SociologyAn-

-

professor David

thropology

i

McConnell pointed out that there
were a lot of pros and cons considered at the meeting. He says,
"There is the increase of pressure
on the faculty on grading exams in
time." By extending reading days,
the faculty would only have Friday
to grade the exams. On Saturday,
they have to confirm who is graduating.
The EPC attempted to strike a
compromise between these concerns. Their focus was to balance
the number of reading days between the two semesters. One solution was to schedule the exams
for the least popular classes on Friday morning, leaving professors
with fewer grades to get in at the
last minute.
When asked whether or not this
new compromise will work,
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McConnell commented, "We'll
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was returned to Lowry, reconstructed and redecorated and is back
in the original position north of the
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warned the group "You get three
strikes. You might have one now,"
as the com-

mittee

sort. CSO s handling showed we
are trying to take responsibility and
that will reflect in a positive way,"

she concluded.

". . . we are trying to take
responsibility
and that will
The
tion.
committee, reflect in a positive way, " said

"this respon-

ministrators,

impressed

photo by Ben Spieldenner

James Alla rdice
Editor-in-Chi-

sibility will
continue to
grow
but

Ferraro.

rgC-- -

The Christmas tree returns holiday spirit to Lowry center.

R o d d a

pared to rule
on the viola-

rl

f&- -

hopes that

two faculty members, four IGC representatives, two independent students and one representative appointed by SGA, came to its decision
quickly. It decided to penalize the
sorority with the restrictions rather
than send the matter to the Judicial
Board for further deliberation.
The reaction from IGC president
Adrienne Ferraro '00 was similar to
Rodda's, echoing the disappointment
and worry over the continued negative representation of Greeks on campus. "There's been a call for members of the Greek community to take
responsibility'for their own actions
and the actions of others."
She continued, noting "CSO's handling of the situation is a reflection
of that. It's unfortunate the Alpha
Gamms lost their pledge class."
As a group, members of Alpha
Gamma Phi declined to comment.
Ferraro suggested that taking responsibility for actions and learning
from th'ffse eTteYitswOuId be a key factor iri eliminating any incidents of this

noted that he
has been less

with the amount of change apparent
so far. "More awareness, sensitivity
on campus. I'm not sure what people
are doing has changed much," he said.

.

ef

The Christmas spirit was stolen
from Lowry Center last Friday, but
the thieves returned the Christmas
tree four days after haphazardly removing it from Lowry. Just days
after the Lowry Christmas tree was
put up, it was taken out the back
door of Lowry by Mom's Truck
Stop.

Ready to plan your
schedule for next
semester?
--
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The thieves left a trail of broken
ornaments down the staircase and
beyond the patio, leaving a note saying "Bah Humbug" and "Obviously
Absent Tree." The "O," "A" and

10 people re
specting the property," Rodda said.
"This stuff is here for everybody to
enjoy." After the tree was stolen,
the Lowry staff worried about the
Menorah, because Hanukah began
the day after the tree was stolen."
We were also concerned initially
about the Menorah," Rodda said.
"If someone was against all holiday
religious symbols and with the
Menorah being put up on Saturday,
the timing was problematic."

An Apple

for

Christmas?

Don't forget tojnclude your time in the
"

Security.- -

u an comes aown

pre- -

which is made
up of two ad

Pit.
"I think there were people who
tried to prompt it's return," Director of Lowry Center Bob Rodda
said. The Lowry staff was most concerned about the tree skirt, which
was made by a former Lowry custodian and according to Lowry
Maintenance Supervisor Steve
Plant, was valued at over $125. The
"memories and affiliations" associated with the quilt concerned the
. staff.
"It was also recovered, so that
made me feel good," Rodda said.
Security estimated the tree was
taken around 8:30 p.m. on Friday
night. Two Lowry night managers
were on duty Friday evening and at
the time of the theft were doing a
sound check for the SAB Spotlight
Showcase. Ironically, the tree was
dragged out of Lowry just feet away
from the two night managers on
duty. Custodians, noticed the trail
...of. broken. prnameots iuIohtacted
r

Alpha Gamms
continued from page
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Stolen Lowry Christmas tree reappears

ZiPC approves change in 200102 schedule
Hannalori Bates

ThuriJ$&Miber
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Buy a new basic blue iMac for $980.00.
Buy a new blue iBook for $1530.00.
ACS SALES 203

'

Box G--3

'

Attention Seniors & all mac users!
Own the 1 selling desktop
or laptop in the country.
In stock Now!

7

TAYLOR HALL, EXT.
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For as much as the Voice
whines about
t'.'s campus,, we of:::! over' 'c v.h. i t' 3
as a
v
does somethirj rraisev. u. y. 1
i i.; r.o :c-- j time
f. r w.3 death of a men;- - er of t! i Y.'oor.-- r co:r.rr.L:.:ty. V.'ilh
tl.e passing cf Rashad Darnley earlier in the year, though,
: J the untimely death of Eeverly Woods this past weekend, the campus community has bonded together and exhibited so much caring in trying times. We are proud to be
members of such a community. The perseverance the students, faculty and administration have shown by rallying
around friends and loved ones speaks about the type of
dividuals who live in this community.
Those not closely tied to Woods could have simply gone
on with their lives; instead, they took the time to comfort
those wh: feel the void Beverly's passing has left. This
same sort of caring was shown only a few months ago when
Rashad passed away.
No doubt, when the College community inevitably feels
the sting of losing another loved one, this campus will again
pull closer, if only for a few days, to comfort those in pain.,
The Voice offers our condolences to all those affected by k
Woods, and commends
the loss of Beverly
all those who consoled loved ones during this time. '
corr-'.ai-

ns

car.-pu-

Phenomenal Woman
Beverly
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Council misses the point

At this week's meeting, Campus Council hastily discussed disbanding permanently because of a deficiency of
power. The Voice recognizes the dilemma Council faces is
similar to the problems SGA has come under fire for in
past years. In reality, though, no organization on campus
holds power to institute change. Despite supposedly being
the governing body at the College, Council only has the 1
power to lobby. As has been demonstrated in the past, the
lack of a consistent flow of information between Council
and the president has led to hours of research and debate
by Council amounting to notr.:" 7. Since I Ir.les is not present
2
r ..sses the mo-- .
f r b tte r.t Council mee'.irj
:' ' Cocncil sends to him.'
Council does st i ve a ust.I
i
Derrite
::3. It is the only organization where stuJer.ts can directly
vc ice concerns to the faculty and administration. It is
when Council fails to accomplish anything of sig-- r
Ificance during the course of a semester- - For this reason,
it is imperative that Council does not permanently disband.
If Council feels they lack any true power, it should nse
some of its lobbying power and try to increase its authority
;..
:
f
to pass legislation.
Speaking of represents the views of the majority of the Editorial Board.
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Whitney Lacefield

I wish I could have had the chance
I think that's what I
to say good-byam most upset about I'm most upset
and I
that I never got to say good-by- e
never got to say 'Thank you." I try to
live my life the way that Beverly
Ogletree-Wootaught me to life my
life ... by telling those that I care for
just how much they mean to me. And
that whole time this phenomenal
woman was standing right in front of
me and I never said, "Be v, thank you.
You have no idea what you mean to
me." Maybe she did. I can't really
say. She was such a smart woman.
She noticed the little things about
people and she made sense of things
that I never understood. I never met
a woman who was so strong. Those
who knew her know what I'm talking about. You would walk into her
office, sit on that black couch, maybe
have a mint, and just ease into yourself because you knew that you were
e.

ds

in a safe place. Bev offered that safe
place. I would show up for my appointment and just exhale because this

ail

an original woman. She was the first
woman who ever was a true role
model for me and I will miss her very
much. So , since I cannot make the
pain go away, I offer this poem that
Bev gave to me last year.

was the time that I knew would be
comfortable and real. A true soul is
so rare, but when you find it, it's hard
to let go. Bev offered that honesty
and love that so many of us longed
for and she will be greatly missed.
I had been going to see Bev for a
year upon her untimely death and I
still remember the first day I met with
her. I told her what was bothering me
and she just looked at me with those

You Are Sitting In
A Sacred Place

There are times when we each
have sacred blessings

warm, inviting eyes and I knew that
she would be someone in whom I
could trust She helped me, and so
many others on this campus, to see
who I really am. She was not just a
counselor; she was a mother, a sister,
a confidante, a friend. I could write
about Mrs. Beverly Hall Ogletree-Wood- s
until my fingers hurt but I realize there was so much within her that
was deeper than anyone could write.
I could cry about her sudden death until there are no more tears left to shed,
but those who knew her well know
that that is not what she would have
wanted. No one can heal those who
miss her. No one can attempt to replace her, either. She was definitely

to learn.

These are the lessons that will
push us to the limit of
our greatness.
What we must do at these very
sacred times is pull back,
withdraw, and prepare
to grow.
Our lessons are very sacred.
They are the basic ingredient of
our greatness.
lyanla Vanzant
We love you. We will miss you.
We will remember you always.
Whitney Lacefield is a guest
columnist for The Wooster Voice.

Remembering Bev
Benjamin Worley
Mrs. O, Beverly, Mrs. Woods, a counselor with the Student Health Center . . .
My angeL my comfort my peace. Thank
you, thank you. We love you.

A tribute to my angeL
Her words spill into our hearts:

.-

,

Woods

Hall-Ogletr- ee

1959 1999

1,

"You're a special person, you matter, you
know who is in my heart and I will keep
you in my prayers." She loved her job
and that job was to love us. But it was
not just a job; it was an amazing gift that
she gave. She loved us all with such a
passion and meant so much to so many.
It's hard to express on paper what an
impact she made on so many Wooster
students' lives.
Every Monday she gave me a hug

and she listened. Talking to my
friends, I hear that over and over - she
listened. She listened to the things that
we could not say to anyone else. I
know I carried burdens and she took
them from me, as she did with many
others. She took them with a smile,
and carried them away. Words cannot express the feelings I am having
and I know so many of you feel the
same. It never fails to look for the best

in other people, but that is hard to do
when you can't find it within yourself. Beverly found the beauty in
people that they couldn't see in themselves. We grow up in a world that
strips us of humanity and she gave it
back to us. I know she taught me how
to love someone I have hated for so
long - myself Shtf showed me that- ;

--
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Hey, Ms. O

Don't cry for me my people
for I ain not gone.
Al long as you know God,
you will never be alone.
I've enjoyed getting lo know yoo-sobetter than other.
One thing we should ail realize
lis that in Cod we are Sisters and Brother.

my pain was real and that I could

love through that pain. Acceptance
- she gave free acceptance in a cold
world. Compassion - she was the
purest form of compassion. I know
I must celebrate this unconditional
love that she showed.
I cry as I write, but the tears reach out

-

me

Thank yog Mrs. Wood,
formally known as Ms. O.
, The place you are now .
is where we should strive to go.
Do us a favor and say hello to Rashad,
we admire both of yon
for your belief in God.
Words cannot express the hole
that is left in our heart.
Now that you are home
i
1 guess it's time we start
taking the time to show each other bow
much we really care
Instead of worrying about things like our
clothes and our hair.
Ms. O, WE LOVE YOU!!
if you didn't know!?
B just wish we look the time, to tell you soj
. You know very well, that you will be
missed
Please enjoy yourself in this time of bliss.
Again congratulations, you truly nuV a
cliange.
him ') we
You placed joy in our
felt was ps:n.
s.
1st it was StiaJ. and rww
J
r I
IGod's rn !.'; C
'
n i
is
xn c. ..!. j.ist 1.1 r I" r

She would want us to share our pain. It
is so hard. It's ok for me to say I loved
her. It's OK for us to cry .. . This pain I
feel I know I shouldn't deny, but it is so
hard to express the way I feel. Her love
liberated me from so much. I want that
last session. I have so much to say. I
want one last time to share myself without fear. Mrs. O, when will the healing
begin?
Each word, each belief, each feeling
gets louder and clearer. I feel I am strong
and I know I will overcome, but also I
am weak and I know I will fail I fed I
am to blame for my failures. She told
me I was not to blame and she listened
to my feelings and fears. More importantly she taught me it was OK to make
mistakes. Now, I wipe my tears from my
face I cannot express the emptiness I
feh when I heard that she had died. Before meeting her, my life had been shattered. She was helping me pick up the
pieces. Can I pick up the pieces on my
own or will the cracks always remain? I
tear myself apart so I can figure out what
IfedirBide.IkATdyou,BevTity.Thank
thank
you for being a simple friend
you. Thank you for listening and I know
you still are listening.
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After taking care of us, it's now your time
" for fun.

Bean Worley is a guest colum-'nifor The Wooster. Voice.
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Editor

'

A8S0UuTeU

stiff-upper-lip-

ped

articles previously

r

published this year, but is second
only to an article featured in a September edition of The Voice wherin
a first year student who had been in
and experienced the United States,
Wooster and college life for only
two weeks proceeded to strip down
,
the school for

i

hoidenabusT

why a first

year student

Choosing marijuana over martinis
"Make the most of the hemp seed.
Sow it everywhere." Our First president, George Washington, spoke
these words of wisdom which still
ring true today. With the recent controversy concerning marijuana on
campus, I feel it necessary to educate the public on the realities of
marijuana use to combat "reefer
madness."
As an individual who has experimented with marijuana, I have seen
both the good and bad aspects of the
drug. Many of you will be surprised
because the ideas I express actually
make sense, and I include statistics,
quotes and hard facts to back my
points. I know you are asking yourself how a "pothead" could be intelligent enough to research the
topic and make you question what
you've been raised to believe. It's
OK. I understand, as does every
other "pothead" out there. We don't
hold it against you that pot is illegal, and we accept that you hold it
against us for choosing to partake
anyway.
My first point can only be answered and understood once you
agree to open your mind. You must
be willing to let go of any and all
prejudices you may have toward
marijuana and its users. If you think
me cynical or patronizing, please
turn the page now so I will not waste
your time with my 'thoughtless
points and information, as you will
never fully understand. Thank you
to those still reading, the world
needs more people like you. Hopefully you will not only see, but also
understand that I just made the first
and most important point in this article. Perhaps the. antidrug. piQ- -.

grams should teach our children tolerance instead of telling them to
"Just say no."
Marijuana was not outlawed in
e
this country until 1937.
years later, these laws have done
little as we continue to fail in the
war on drugs. According to the
ACLU, $150 billion in tax money
has been spent since 98 trying to
prevent illegal drugs from entering
the U.S. Interestingly, for every ton
of marijuana seized, 100 tons make
it'to the streets. Wow, imagine what
our education system could do with
an extra $50 billion, let alone three
times that. Or is seizing that one
ton of dope more important than
your own children?
Yet another anomaly exists in the
enforcement and punishment for
choosing marijuana over a martini.
The United States is the world's
leading jailer with over one million
people behind bars. Surprisingly,
nonviolent drug offenders make up
58 percent of that population. Ordinary people, like your kindergarten teacher, are locked up behind
bars, their lives destroyed, all because they wanted to get high Friday night instead of drunk and disorderly. Does it seem logical to
spend $ 1 6,000 every year to lock up
each nonviolent offender while convicted rapists are set free? Here's the
this money comes from
kicker
your pocket Think about that for a
moment. Where did you think your
money was being spent?
The past two to three years have
brought about a renewed focus on
marijuana and its users. Sadly, this
has shifted the focus away from the
co- "real" drugs in this country
caine and heroin. According to
NORMUs findings, marijuana.ari..:
Sixty-thre-

1

1

ousi

bill

tors feel that their conservative
views should be plastered all over

their publication, or it could just
chalk up to them being so uncreative

that they are forced, week after
week, to write about the same old
"controversies" for their front page
stories.
But back to the issue at hand. It is
the majority of students here at
Wooster who do not use drugs that
I feel sorry for. Nor only are they
being wedged into a category of
s,
but they are forced into
believing that our campus is littered
with people who sell drugs to earn
a college education.
One of my anonymous
interviewees stated, " This (article)
is not surprising to me. The Voice
writes at least one article a month
about administrators cracking down
on alcohol abusers. It was only a
matter of time before the melodrama
spilled over into the drug use category."
Here are a few pointers for The
Voice staff and Naomi Kresge &
Luke Lindberg for their future indulgences in conservative propaganda. It's back to Newspaper 101
for you two:

-

drug-user-

ing each year, and more than
150,000 Americans die of alcohol
abuse each year. But in 10,000 years

of usage, no one has ever died from
marijuana.
After reading this, I hope you continue questioning yourself, society
and your perceptions of reality.
Continue your quest for knowledge
and do not be afraid to stand by your
beliefs and ideas. John Stuart Mill
took such a stand in his essay, "On
Liberty," written in 1859. "Over
himself, over his own body, and
mind, the individual is sovereign,"
he wrote. The right to this personal
autonomy in matters of religion,
political opinion, sexuality, and
other private consensual activities is
at risk. And it will continue to be as
long as the state thinks it can legitimately punish people for choosing
a marijuana joint over a martini.

pot-smok-

well-inform-

does

take
steps
to-- w

a r d
us-

ers, but
they are

arrested

before this "education" process
gins. Please do not sugar-cothe
school's drug policy because you
feel that it is ineffective against your
four student offenders.
3) Note to parents: You are paying $26,000 to send your sons and
daughters to The College of Weed
in Ohio, according to the power' ful Voice of Wooster.
4) Where are your statistics regarding the actual use of illegal
substances on this campus?! This
is a newspaper, where are your
facts?!
5) A portrait of four pot smokers is not front page news.
6) Putting the most unintelligent
quote of the century in bold merely
reaffirms the opinions of the writers. Editorials belong in the Editorial section.
Thank you Wooster Voice for
misrepresenting the College once
again as an institution where evat

eryone does drugs and drinks
themselves into an oblivion. And
thank you especially for not only
ruining happy hour for this campus, but for making both campus
security and RAs more aware of
the "evil" pot smokers that lurk
about the campus munching on
snickers.
Melissa Myers '02
--

Viewpoints Submission Policy
V

Letters must be submitted for approval by the Editorial. Board by

on Monday. - Submissions may be sent via
voiceacs.wooster.edu or through campus mail (Box 3 1 87).

5pm

e-m-
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Column ideas must be submitted to Leila Atassi in Wooster, Ohio
(x4442) or Karen Auble in Cape Town, South Africa (Save up those
calling cards!)
.
.V
V, No, anonymous. litters, will be printed,. If you feelbold enough to
'
write nvfind.the guts to. put your ame on it
.
.v.O.,", '
.

Mark Maxhimer is a guest
columnistforTh&.'Wodstsr Voice:.

ed

ers

Here are afew Pointers for The
Voice staff and Naomi Kresge &
Luke Lindberg for their future
indulgences in conservative
propaganda. It's back to
Newspaper 101 for you two.

and raised in
a bubble was
given the authority to be the "Voice
of Wooster" is still beyond my comprehension. It could be that the edi-

rests have more than doubled since
1990, but cocaine and heroin arrests
have fallen 51 percent. Basically,
this means your children or younger
siblings are now more likely to
know a coke dealer than befriend the
neighborhood "stoner." Now, I ask:
are you starting to see the many idiosyncrasies Congress enforces and
the public, including yourself, has
believed for over 60 years?
Before you spout off to me about
the horrible effects from marijuana,
please consider that marijuana is
only the third most popular intoxicant in today's society. Two legalized, "accepted" drugs rank higher
alcohol and nicotine. It should
come as no surprise, then, that more
than 400,000 Americans die from
diseases related to cigarette smok-

.

,

had
bom

order to write a
article, one should interview
more than four students who habitually smoke marijuana to represent
The College of Wooster as a whole.
2) What exactly is the thesis of
this article? A better title for this
could have been "Four Kids Who
Smoke a Lot of Pot." "Students..."
seemed to be a personal forum for
Kresge and Lindberg to expose a
on campus and to
few
give a distorted picture of the
school's drug policy. Kresge and
Lindberg failed to mention that the
Campus Crime Act now requires
"an institution to report all incidences in which disciplinary action
was taken." Yes, The College of
Wooster
1) In

'

-

Upon reading the article entitled
"Students, marijuana, administration and education" in the December 2 edition of The Voice, my opinion of the publication being a paper
that does not belong in a liberal arts
school was reaffirmed once again.
The Voice's marijuana article has
earned a place in my shrine of

Ira!

Mark Maxhimer
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1984 in D.C

We (now I ask you, are we the
future of America?) are marching
at four in the morning through
cold, dark, drizzling Washington.
.
It seems strange to be here.
The first pale, marble government building we pass- is THE
MUNITIONS BUILDING. I
cannot help but ask what I'm doing here. Long travel, little food,
water or sleep has detached me
from time and space. The city is'
quiet. The very walls of these
shadowy buildings seem filled
with ominous power.
Only marchers are here. It
seems that we have come to see
ourselves walk. We don't know
each other. Perhaps we do not
know ourselves. I do not know
the person whose name is on the
placard before me. Perhaps there
is something in this unknowing.
I remember the words of John
Donne: "Each man's death diminishes me, because I am involved
in mankind."
We walk past the White House.
In my hand is a candle with more
life than his name. It does not
make sense, really. The White
House lights have been turned
-

around at us with shades of
1984. The marshal says it is
time to call out the name now. I
say WAYNE NEWCOMB.

It does not come out very
It dies quickly on the
'
cold air
As we approach the Capitol, a
Marshal says, "The sun will rise
this morning, and there's nothing
Mr. Nixon can do about it," I
laugh and remember that I had
come to celebrate life, even as we
mourn against death. ,
The only purpose of government is to safeguard and foster
life. Our government has become
obsessed with death, with killing
and being killed, with terror and
counter-terro- r.
It is time to set her
right Resist!
Bruce Windsor

Once again the President's
Home is occupied. Earlier this
week. President Drushal and his
family moved into their newly
remodeled spacious house.
A noted part of the house is the
new recreation room in the basement. The DrushaJs had this
room redone with possible entertainment of students in mind.
Said Mrs. Drushal, "I would like
very much to have this room
open to small groups of students
for private parties and the like."
A feature of this room, which
can accommodate 15 or 20
people, is the distinctive Scot
Plaid carpeting. It will include a
pool table and cooking facilities
nearby. This room wilT be
opened to student groups by request, starting next quarter.

Smile, Baby!
To the Editor:

As I walk down one of the
many
paths here on the
Wooster campus, I am reminded
of an old Wooster tradition I have
heard about many times. While
I am not particularly strong on the
idea of tradition, I think this is one
that deserves serious consideration and revival.
The custom of which I speak
is the one about smiling or talking to everyone you meet, and
there's a big difference between
talking or smiling to a person and
smiling or talking at them. If you
don't know what that difference
you'll
is yet, keep practicing
get it
I know no one can make you
do something you don't want to
do; it's ridiculous to even try. But
please don't talk to me about love
and peace and brotherhood in the
Pit at night if you're going to stare
at the ground as you pass me the
next morning. We've got to get
maybe this is
it together now
a start
well-wo- m

--

loud.

.
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Shelley Cowles j

0

Survivor Support System

A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault For assistance contact:
Ext 2319
Hygeia
Nancy Anderson
Ext 2565
Susan Clayton
Kauke 3
Ext. 2307
Kauke 238
Richard Figge
2256
8
Ext
Kauke
Pam Frese
Ext 2586
Taylor 106
Shila Garg
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or the Campus Minister
at Ext. 2558. To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at 1 1 (emergen- cies) or
dr Security at Ext. 2390:
9-9-

264-333- 3,

iams and the rest of the group focused on topics that were the basis
of a paper, which was widely discussed at the event.
One reason Williams" presence at

Party with the Pres

Editor

1999-200-

Williams apart of Project Kaleidoscope
'i

-

:

the event was so central was because

--

"

'

which is an alliance of individuals and
institutions that pays attention to scientific study in the undergraduate environment has been working at improving the scientific base at numerous universities since its birth in 989.

of Woostcr's monumental new Severance Chemistry Building, which
was newly renovated and now
stands as one of the campus' most
impressive features. "At Wooster,"
Williams notes, "we have been able
e
scientists withto produce
facility for many
out a first-rat- e
years. Now the question becomes,
'what will the impact of such a wonderful facility be in terms of improving what has been an outstanding
science program?"
Project Kaleidoscope has built its
impressive network on the idea that
it can reach out to all aspects of scientific study at undergraduate institutions across the country. Undergraduate programs such as science,
math, engineering and technology
are frequently examined.

Williams served on the board,
which was assessing the issue of
whether or not reforms are making
a difference within the group. Will

PKAL also pays attention to issues
like faculty, curriculum and facilities,
all of which can enhance a student's
undergraduate experience.

"A

first-rat-

PHOTO COURTESY OF

Chemistry Professor Ted Williams

Luke Lindberg

OPI

Project Kaleidoscope (PKAL),

Editor In Chief

Longtime Wooster chemistry professor Ted Williams now has another impressive activity to add to
his phenomena resume. Williams
was chosen to be a review panelist
when Project Kaleidoscope celebrated its 10 anniversary at the
National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.C. last month.

1

Empower shows campus importance
Peer education is a powerful vehicle for information
David Lohr

Features Editor

an

ties.

One of Empower's biggest and
most widely attended projects is the
"No Means No" program during
Orientation. The program
helps teach students both how to
minimize the risk of sexual assault
and what to do if such an incident
occurs. The audience is presented
with a number of scenarios typical
drinkof a college student's life
ing at a party, on a date or out with
with one pera signifigant other
son making unwanted sexual advances toward the other. After the
formal presentation, students split
into small discussion groups led by
members of Empower to share their
opinions and reactions to the skits.
"They did a great job presenting
the information without stereotyping or scapegoating," said John
Preston '02. "They just put the information out there in a clear cut
way that emphasized the serious
nature of the subject, without scaring people or giving the impression
that Wooster is a dangerous place."
Rosch said that the presentation
and discussions are generally
VI think that because our
programs are entirely student-leaother students may be more comfortable being open and honest with
their questions and concerns," he
said.
Preston echoed Rosch's sentiments. "It helped that 'No Means
No' was presented by students because it's much easier to listen and

What do free bagpipe lessons, a
massive stuffed rabbit, a famous
Dwayne Davis cheesecake and a
reserved parking space anywhere on
campus have in common? Nothing,
really. But at their fifth annual Silent Auction last Thursday, Empower auctioned off these items and
dozens more to raise money for
B.I.S.H.O.P.'s P.L.E.A., a local support group for HIV and AIDS patients and their families. This year's
auction raised over $2,800 for the
group. In addition to providing a
safe, supportive atmosphere, the
group also helps patients pay their
bills and find additional resources
to meet their emotional, mental,
physical and financial needs.
Founded in 1990 by
Dean of Students Sophie
Penny, Empower is a peer education
group dedicated to educating the
campus about current social issues
that affect students. The group,
composed of 12 members, has a selection process similar to that of the
Resident Assistants on campus, with
written applications and group and
individual interviews.
According to Jason Rosch '01,
who has been in Empower since his
first year, members receive extensive education to ensure they are
qualified to speak about a given
topic. "It's similar to R.A. training,"
he said. "We had alcohol and drug
abuse awareness workshops sen s- itivity training and leadership activi relatfitoarrcerstadetitthan
First-Ye-

then-Associa- te

addition to special programs
like "No Means No" and the Silent
Auction, Empower works closely
with the RAs to help counsel and
inform students. According to KA
Norm Hirschy '(X). "Empower plays
an instrumental role in KA training.
They facilitate discussions on sexual
orientation and date rape and provide RAs with methods for counsel-

ar

ing students who have problems
with these areas."
Along with Empower's role in RA
training, added Rosch, "we do 5 or
20 hall programs throughout the
year, focusing on topics like alcohol, sex and stress management."
Empower's members also serve as
a reference source for RAs who
want to learn more about the social
and legal aspects of these issues.
Because students arc more likely
1

to listen to someone with whom they

can identify. Empower and its system of peer education are in the perfect position to make a difference
and evoke change in a
environment.
"Personlly, working with Empower has been one of the most enjoyable, aspects of my job at the college," said Matha Thornton. "As the
Director of Housing, students seek
me out when there is a concern or
problem. As the advisor to Empower, I spend time with students
in a more positive environment.
think we have fun and at the same
time serve an important role in the
campus community.
non-threateni-

well-receive- d.

d,

itista

'adult.'" he said.
In

ng

1
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team apart of groundbreaking class

Husband-wif- e
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
Students stand in the courtroom
with necks craned in awe of the ornate ceiling, thinking that someday
they'll practice law in this kind of
mecca of liberty and justice. On
Nov. 22, a class took a field trip to
the Federal Courthouse in Cleveland. A field trip? In college? Op-

portunities like visiting Judge
Solomon Oliver's courtroom and
the new

com- -

bus, as well as the history of English common law, case briefing
and appellate moot court presentations. Numerous local lawyers
and judges visited as guest speakers. Plus, each student was assigned a mentor in the community
in order to gain firsthand "Practice" of law.
Over the years of working in the

legal profession, Mrs. Bell

Bell

lege

v

,

y

ex-

t

.:,

- ....

i

adds

perspective,

"judges

have to be
particularly
careful, be

Bell

cause they

w

Tomtcll

t

that from his

idealism, because it's easy
to yield to cynicism these
days," concludes Judge

Professor Henry Kreuzman, Professor Madonna Hettinger and two
very special guest professors. Judge
and Mrs. Bell.
The innovative idea to have four
professors collaborate for a pre-jaoriented class had been discussed for several years. This fall,
the class became a reality.
Judge Bell reflects, "This is a
very special course, and because
we were all enthused about it, it
took off."
Judge and Mrs. Bell both attended law school at the Univer

undergrade

-

-

ics, Judge

puterizea "It's so important that you
Cleveland don 't lose sight of your

sity of AkThe
ron.
re Judge
ceived his

-

u,:

plains, "you learn a lot about yourself and your own ethics." Regarding eth

courtroom in

been
have
given to the
Theory and
of
Practice
Law class,
thanks to the
hard work of

'

--

Judge Bell and Mrs. Bell bring courtroom experience to Theory and Practice of Law class

" Wooster helps

carry the integrity of the community ... it
would be easy to be unfair in certain cases because the actions of
one party are so abhorent as to
make the decision an emotional
one." But, he stresses, "lawyers
shouldn't do that; judges MUST
not do that."

The class has discussed the
problem of personal morals versus
professional legal duty. For example, the parents of a missing
daughter call the attorney, asking
if he has any pertinent information. If the attorney had photographed her
dead body
, .
without inpeople have
forming the

the skills to the become the
judges anj lawyer s that
count," said Mrs. Bell

of

Wooster. He worked as a prosecuting attorney for 10 years before he

took the bench, where he has

served for 3 1 years. Mrs. Bell received her bachelor's and master's
degrees in English from Ohio University, then taught high school
English literature for 10 years before going back to law school later
in life. She worked as assistant
attorney general for the State of
Ohio, an appellate law clerk and a
city prosecutor.
"I wanted trial experience, and
the best way to get trial experience
is to be a prosecutor, says Mrs.
Bell. "I tried 22 cases in a year,
and that's a lot. "I think she won
them all," smiles Judge BelL They
both compliment each other with
admiration, always giving more

credit to their counterpart.
The Bells have brought to the
course their years of experience
with the moral issues that face
lawyers. Philosophical and legal
debates were a part of the sylla- -

authorities,
should he
inform the

parents of

photo by Amelia Kays
Adrienne Ferraro '00 and Jill Treftz '01 with Judge and Mrs. BelL

count. With I.S., your writing and
thinking skills create an environ-

ment for inspiring the kinds of
lawyers our country needs."
Judge Bell admires the students'
"hard work and innovativeness,"
and Mrs. Bell notices a "positive-nes- s

among the students and
teachers at the College."
They give due credit and thanks
to Proffesor Hettinger and Professor Kreuzman: "We're exceptionally fortunate to have the encour-

his discovery? This is just one example of the moral quandaries facstudents. Other deing pre-Iabates included the protection from

agement of these two excellent
professors."
The students of the Theory and
Practice of Law course, though
noting the high amounts of stress

Fourth Amendment. Can an officer stop a suspect of drug trafficking in an airport, and under
what grounds can he perform a
search?
Mrs. Bell believes that "Wooster
helps people have the skills to become the judges and lawyers that

from weekly papers and extensive
reserve readings, all feel more pre-

w

search and seizure under the

v

pared for the intensity of law
school.
"I really enjoyed the legal writing ... that was excellent preparation for law school. I learned from

Judge Bell's insight about practi

loved having class with the Bells.

They're both such great people,
and they have volunteered so
much time for us."
Mrs. Bell and her students will
always laugh when recalling the
panic when the elevator stopped
between floors in the Federal
Courthouse during the field trip.

spdi 3
via 77T,nn
BstPrieis'
BiitAirfiMi-Sititrt- y

As the Bells have given the class
profound insight into the legal pro-

fession, the Bells have learned
from the idealism they've observed at the College.
"It's so important that you don't

lose sight of your idealism, because it's easy to yield to cynicism

these days," concludes Judge Bell,
with advice that's as essential as
any of the lessons learned every
Tuesday and Thursday afternoon.

"

Bt Ptrtlit
flht!

"

AU First Year Students are invited to visit Gault

,

cal legal issues, and Mrs. Bell's
expertise on legal writing," reflects Brock Wanless '00.
Stacy Cameron '00 adds, "I've

Ahirnni Center for a belated "welcome" to Wooster. Con-- ;
it through your first semester! Step i
tertulations ca rj
ar.d p:c up a sjre- -l gut.
cookies,
enjoy
by and
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Holiday collections provide for hours of seasonal music
Molly McKinney

w

m) ir

i

A & E Editor
The holiday season is upon us,
and soon we will be going home to
enjoy a much needed four weeks of
rest and relaxation. For now, you're
looking forward to that long ride
home, or maybe worrying about exams. What better way to spend the
time" in the car or studying than listening to some good old Christmas
music? Here is a list of a few Christmas favorites. Some are classics,
some are cheesy and some are juvenile. But all do the same job in
capturing the spirit of Christmas.

i

M

S

in-

title sounds cheesy, this 1998 release contains a good selection of
favorites as well as other unique
holiday tunes. She performs "O
Holy Night" in such a way that you
are left breathless at the thought of
holding one note for such a long
time. Elvis' "Blue Christmas" and
John Lennon's "Happy Xmas (War
is Over)" are each classics in their
own way. The album boasts two
duets, "I'm Your Angel" with R.
Kelly and "The Prayer" with

ir ir

-

world-renown-

opera giant Andre
Bocelli. What is interesting is that
Dion includes two very unique
songs that are not a part of most
Christmas albums, "Feliz Navidad"
and "Les Cloches du Hameau," a
French folk classic. Bottom Line:
A great gift idea for parents.

Pop Favorites
New Kids on the Block

"Merry, Merry Christmas"
OK, so most of you want to try to
forget the era of the New Kids, since

you've probably successfully

3)

77ie

cover

?

John Denver and the Muppets "A Christmas Together"

songs for a cause like "This One's
for the Children." Most entertaining, however, is "Funky, Funky
Xmas," where the New Kids make
a rap attempt at a Christmas song.
I'm not saying to run out and buy
this album, but dig it out of the

at

)

This collection of Christmas

"Christmas" contains the

tradi-

tional songs, such as "Deck the
Halls" and "God Rest Ye Merry
Gentlemen," all in their original arrangement. "A Fresh Aire Christmas" begins with the bold "Hark!

Celine Dion's "These are
Special Times"
After that whole 'Titanic" thing,
everyone was tired of Celine Dion,
whether you liked her or not. But if
you are looking for a good vocal

mu-

sic is one of the best you can find.

closet if you own it. Bottom Line:
You may not enjoy the boys as much
as you used to, but hey, you can always get a good laugh.

The Herald Trumpets Sing" and finishes with a beautiful violin solo of

"Cantique de Noel" ("O Holy
Night"). "Christmas in the Aire."
the most recently recorded of the

col-

three, opens with a synthesized "Joy
to the World," throws in the Spanish "Los Peces en el Rio" and finishes off with a hollow melodic
"Jingle Bells." All three recordings

lection of holiday music, Dion's
"These are Special Times" comes
highly recommended. Though the

combine synthesizers, classical

(12:20, 2:35)4:45, 7:15, 9:45
(12:05) 3:55, 7:55
(
:45, 2:30) 5:05,- - 7:50, 10:25
(11:50, 2:15)4:40, 7:10, 9:40

This Week With

The College

SAB
Friday
December 10

(1:30)4:25,7:20,10:05
(12:30, 2:55) 5:20, 8:00, 10:30
(12:00, 2:40)5:10, 7:45, 10:15
(1:20)4:15, 7:05, 9:50

(1:00)4:00, 7:00, 10:00
(11:55, 2:25) 5:00, 7:40, 10:20

Saturday and Sunday only
Sorry, no passes.

Come see a sneak preview of Anna and the King on
December 11 at 7:30 p.m. and stay for a FREE showing of
Anywhere but Here!
(There will not be a 7:50 or 10:25 show due to the preview!
For complete listings ny fcme, w&MST&.V

John Denver and the
Muppets' "A Christmas Together"
In my family, this Christmas album is a classic. The late John Den-

ver recorded "A Christmas Together" with the Muppets over a
decade ago. "Twelve Days of
Christmas," "Have Yourself a Merry
Little Christmas" and "Deck the
Halls" are all enjoyable classics.
Denver narrates "The Christmas
Wish: Alfie the Christmas Tree,"
followed by "It's in hvcry One of
Us." It's a cheesy story and song,
but has a good message. An original version of "Silent Night." along
with the story behind the song and
the words in both German and English, is also on the album. Bottom
Line: A good Christmas album, no
matter how young or old you are.

Alvin and the Chipmunks "A
Very Merry Christmas"
The updated version includes a
new recording of "The Chipmunk
Song" with (ughl Kenny G. but still
manages to bring back childhood
memories. If you can stand the
Chipmunks and their sugar-swee- t
renditions, then this is a good
album for you. Be forewarned:
while some of the songs are classics, you may want to stay away
from the duets with Alan Jackson
and James Ingram. Bottom Line:
Good choice for a younger sibling.
high-pitche-

of Wooster Symphony Orchestra

Join the Concord Singers and guest soprano
soloist Katherine Ling Olsen for a night of
holiday music

Friday Film Series
"The Nightmare
Before Christmas"
7:30 p.m., Mateer
FREE!

V

V

Nostalgic Favorites

will present their holiday concert on december
10 at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw Chapel

1 1

Tickets can be purchased

at the Lowry Center-fron-

t

DESK AND WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

The Simpletons

10 p.m.

(

Mannheim Steamroller
"Christmas, A Fresh Aire
Christmas" and "Christmas in
the Aire"

if

Movies 10

3)

Instrumental Favorites

"J,

Cinemark
Deuce Bigalow: .
Male Gigolo (R)
The Green Mile (R)
Anywhere but Here (PG-13- )
Double Jeopardy (R)
End of Days (R)
Sleepy Hollow (R)
The Bachelor (PG-1The Bone Collector (R)
The World is
Not Enough (PG-1Toy Story 2 (G)

J

to 2. a.m.

"EXPECT THE IMPOSSIBLE.

The Underground
$.75
The Band will perform FROM 11 P.M,TO
1 2:30 a.m.,
followed
by a DJ. from 12:30
UNTIL 2 A.M.
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TIME MAGAZINE, Richard Corn
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before Christmas
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Beginning Friday
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moved on to bigger and better music choices like the Backstreet Boys

or 'NSYNC: But this Christmas
collection is nostalgic to many of us
who actually admit that we were
fans of the boy band that started it
all. Besides the traditional favorites like "The Christmas Song,"
"White Christmas" and "Little
Drummer Boy " the New Kids attempt their own take on Christmas
with cheesy ballads like "I'll Be
Missing You Come Christmas," and

ed

strings and woodwinds, and traditional 16th century instruments.
There is also a history of each song
in the album jacket. Not easy to sing
along to, but really great music that
puts you in the spirit. Bottom Line:
A perfect collection for everyone.
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Phish veteran takes on Cincinnati
Benjamin Duval

Staff Writer
On Saturday afternoon, when

most students were recov ering from
registration by going back to bed or
enjoying kegs and eggs, my girlfriend and I were on the road to Cincinnati to catch the second night of
Phish at the Firststar Center.
We were as excited as we usually
are for such an event (we have seen
a combined 30 Phish shows), which
made the four hour drive go by in
record time. There was the normal
element of shadiness that is associated with the outside of a Phish
people trying to sell you
show
acid, someone wanting to trade their
dog for a ticket, as well as the
vendors of garlic grilled
cheese sandwiches.
Once inside, we found our way
to our seats in the thirteenth row and
rituals
began our noijnal
of meeting the people around us and
predicting what the band would
play. To our surprise, they opened
set I with "Heavythings," a new
song that they started playing this
summer. Much of the crowd was
not really into it, probably due to the
tune's relative mellowness and recent entry into Phish's repertoire.
However, things picked up when
the band wailed out three crowd fa
ever-prese- nt

pre-sho-

w

"Simple," "Ya
vorites in a row
Mar" and "Guyute." Next, I got to
hear one of my "phavorites" when
they busted out 'Tweezer," which
8
minutes before
lasted about
it segued into "Dirt," an extremely
emotional song by Phish standards.
To round out the First set, the band
covered the classic Rolling Stones
tune "Loving Cup," which is always
a crowd pleaser.
Musically, bassist Mike Gordon
played unusually well, but guitarist
Trey Anastasio was lacking a little
in comparison to other times I have
seen Phish live. But things could
always change in the second set.
I once again missed my call on
the opening song of the second set,
but instantly knew it was "Down
with Disease" when Gordon slapped
out the opening bass notes that can
most accurately be described as
"liquidy." Next, the boys laid out a
healthy portion of the funk with stellar versions of "Split Open and Melt"
and "Moma Dance." It was during
these two songs that Anastasio started
to really let loose and go into the solos that he is known for.
After a rendition of "Farmhouse"
that included an additional vocal
section at the end, keyboardist Page
McConnell began "The Man Who
15-1-

Stepped Into Yesterday," which

veered into "Avenue Malkenu" and
then back into 'TMWSITY," songs
they don't often play. The second
s'
set closed with a cover of Los
"When the Circus Comes to
Town" and an absolutely thunderous version of "David Bowie."
At this point, I was extremely
tired from dancing and tremendously excited about how good my
seats were, but still had enough energy to play the "what are they going to play for an encore" game.
Once again, I was wrong, but hey, I
don't go to these shows to see everything I expect; that's why it's fun.
The band came back out and played
"Julius," a very fun song that got the
the crowd singing along. I was con-

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

There are a couple requirements

if you want to star in "Sleepy

Hol-

low," the most recent foray into the
macabre from reclusive filmmaker
Tim Burton. First, you have to be
the palest actor alive, judging by the
skin tone of stars Johnny Depp,

Christina

Ricci and Miranda

you are in for a treat. Set against the
dark, dreary town of Sleepy Hollow
at the turn of the 19,h century, the
film succeeds in every facet of set
and art direction and is clearly the
most stylish film of Tim Burton's
career.
Burton's vision is certainly far
from a perfect film. The movie has
its lulls, and the performances do get
a bit hammy at times. Furthermore,
the final plot explanation is just kind
of dumb. However, if you are sitting in a theater watching this movie
in the first place, you are not there
to see great character development
g
screenplay.
and an
You want dead people. And dead
people you shall receive.
The loose, loose adaptation of
Washington Irving's story concerns
Ichabod Crane, played by a fantastic Johnny Depp, an officer of the
law who is sent to the aforementioned upstate New York town to
investigate a series of beheadings.
In the book, Irving's character is a
Sleepy Hollow schoolteacher whose
overactive imagination conjures up
the fearful horseman. In the film,
however, the horseman is as real as
they come.
Crane's investigation reveals a

Richardson.
Second, it also would help if you
have an incredibly large set of
breasts. This is illustrated by the
monumental amount of cleavage
Lisa
shown by Ricci and
Marie, who plays Depp's dead mother
in some creepy dream sequences.
Third, you either have no head or
act so over the top that you deserve
to land in an old Vincent Price horror movie from the 1960s. This is
evident by the headless horseman
when he
himself, who is played
by an
has a head
Christopher Walken.
When you combine all three of
these elements you get a surprisingly enjoyable movie filled with
chills, laughs nd enough severed
heads to stuff in all your holiday
stockings.
Granted, "Sleepy Hollow" is not town scared stiff of the title
for everyone. But if the story of a character, who often comes at
headless serial killer in an old New night and seems to enjoy
people' ahd rthfeh,rt6fing
England town is up your alley, then
co-st- ar

out-of-cont-

rol

award-winnin-

be-heaair-

ig"

--

in.

V

Vn

tent, but happy when the band
played 'Tweezer" in the first set,
which meant they would play
'Tweezer Reprise," always a won-

derful way to give a concert a sense

of clpsure, in the encore.

As usual, Phish did not disap-

point They never do, which is probably why they are one of the top
grossing live acts year after year,
despite the fact that they receive no
radio play or time on MTV. If you
have seen them live, you know what
I am talking about. If not, see them
for yourself when they play Florida
on New Year's Eve.

Sleepy Hollow awakens fright
Luke Lindberg

"X

Lo-bo-

his trophies in a
tree.

creepy-lookin-

Last hurrah of 1999
Joe Anderson

Staff Writer

Frank Camp and Tom Lang have
been writing music together since
the 1980's. Together with Anthony
James (guitar), Anthony Carriero

g

As Crane cuts up bodies, visits a
witch in a cave and plants an axe in
g
tree (don't ask), he
a
gets knee deep in cranky, old townspeople and Christina Ricci's cleavage. Ricci, who plays the daughter
of the town constable, suits her role
well as the girl who catches Crane's
eye and also fills the token "attracactress" role.
tive
The real treat of the film, however, is the horseman and his really
cool, gory beheadings of numerous
town citizens. One of the highlights
comes when Crane witnesses the beheading of a town elder, and falls
down as the head rolls over to him.
He is shocked to see the horseman
ride up, stick his sword through the
severed head like a shishkabob, and'
ride away.
But the real credit for "Sleepy Hollow" should go to Burton, who must
have spent years putting together the
cast, crew and sets to create the perfect setting for the film's action. Depp
is his usual excellent self, Ricci is fine
as well and Miranda Richardson provides panache as Ricci's mysterious
stepmother. And you'll be
to find a film that has better
set or art direction this year. Burton's
vision of the town of Sleepy Hollow
isadark.grini,debck3Uspkoffikn-- ,
blood-spurtin-

twenty-somethi-

PHOTO COURTESY OF SAB
Underground
party
of the Millenium.
The Simpletons will perform at the last

(drums), Pat Walsh (bass) and

Michael Halloran (percussion), they
comprise one of the best rock bands
in northern Ohio, The Simpletons.
In the three years of the band's existence, The Simpletons have played
with such acts as The Blessed Union
of Souls and Counting Crows. In

1997, they appeared on VHl's

Route '97 tour at the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame and are currently touring the Midwest, playing for college
crowds throughout the region. This
Friday night these six musicians will
be appearing right here at The College of Wooster! It is by far the best
band to visit the College this year,
so forget about I.S. and finals and
come down to the Underground this
Friday night from 11 p.m. to 12:30
a.m. and check them out for yourself. Admission is only 75 cents!
And besides, do you have anything
better to do?
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hard-press-
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Wanna celebrate the New Millenium in a unique
way? Check out where some of the best bands are
playing on New Years Eve :
Phish perform in Big Cypress, Florida
Jimmy Buffet plays the Universal Amphitheatre in
San Francisco
.
Ted Nugent and Metallica rock the Silverdome m
Pontiac, Michigan
ZZ Top play the Compaq Center in Houston ;
1

;
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Matsos Family Restaurant
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Earn $500 - $100 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details - RUSH $1 with
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Fighting Scot swim teams hammer on opponents
400 individual medley (4:43.00).
The big day was Friday. The 200
Not to be outdone by the IM'ers,
freestyle relay of Steve Bayuk '00,
Jessica Ritchie '02 set out and won Dale Edwards '01, Eric Knauss '02
the 100 freestyle (54.16) and qualiand Wes Bennett '01 destroyed the
fied for nationals in the 50 freestyle competition by posting a winning
(24.63) and the 100 backstroke time of 1:22.98, beating the competition by over three seconds and set(1:00.35).
Breastroker Beth Starling '02 ting themselves up as the third fastwon the 100 (1:06.47) and 200 est relay team in the nation.
breastroke (2:24.49), setting two
Also on Friday, the men put four
new meet records in the process.
swimmers, Bayuk, Bennett,
Four relay teams
also qualified for na's
tionals. The 200 "From the women
freestyle relay team of perspective, it was an
Michelle Cady '01, outstanding meet, as they
Laura Dunn '00, were able to
ahead
photo by Ben Spieldenner
theduring
swim tournament last weekend. The
Swimmers dive into the pool
Invitational was held at Wooster High School from Friday through Sunday.

Steve Bayuk
.

records were set, as well as a handful of pool records, several meet
records and a load of school records.
One word describes the women's
dominance. Four
performance
relay teams and five individuals
qualified for nationals. Leah Becki
'00 had a tremendous meet On Friday, she won the 200 individual
medley (2:10.29) and on Saturday
she won the 400 individual medley
(4:38.09). If that wasn't enough, on
l Sunday she beat everyone.else in the
200 butterfly (2:09.43).
First year standout Erin Popelka
was close behind, qualifying for
'nationals in three events and placing second behind Becki in the 200
individual medley (2: 1 2. 1 5) and the

Staff Writer

The College of Wooster swimming and diving teams turned in
some amazing performances this
past weekend at The Wooster Invi-

tational, which took place at
Wooster High School.

The women finished first out of
nine teams, beating one Division I
and two Division II squads. The men

third,
to Ashland University
and Shippensburg University, two
very strong Division II teams.
How amazing was the meet for
nathe swim team? Twenty-on- e
also

didjvell,-placing- .

only-concedi-

ng

tional qualifying times and 17

Becki and Ritchie did
well and qualified in a
time of 1:39.84. The

of

finish

Division I Akron, as well as a
couple of outstanding
Division II teams," Head
Coach Keith Beckett said.

200 medley relay
squad of Ritchie, Starling, Popelka and
Dunn (1:50.12), and
the 400 medley relay team of Ritchie,

Starling, Popelka and Cady (3:42.27)
both rocked the competition by posting two first place finishes and making national cuts.
"It was one of the best performances we've ever had at this point

in the season," said elated Head
Coach Keith Beckett. "From the
women's perspective, it was an outstanding meet, as they were able to
finish ahead of Division I Akron, as
well as a couple of outstanding Division II teams."
The men's team also had an extraordinary meet over the weekend.

(1:03.27) and 200 breastroke
(2:20. 1 3). Cameron was also an integral
200
part of the school record-settin- g
medley relay team ( 1 :37.06) consisting
of McKittrick, Cameron, Bayuk and
Bennett. Close behind him were Jason
Maines '02 in the 100 breastroke
( 1 .03.48) and Jody Heraog '02 in the 200
breastroke (2:21.06).
The Scots' first year standout Alex

"The Hammer" Hastie posted two
season best times in the 200
freestyle (1:51.30) and the 500
freestyle (5:01.87). Hastie was also
a contender in the 200 butterfly, finishing in 2:08.27.
Another swimmer posting season
bests was Seth Pack '02, who excelled in both the 200 individual
medley (2:06.05) and the 400 individual medley (4:32.3 ).
The last event of the meet for the
men was the 400 freestyle relay.
1

The relay team of Bayuk,
Edwards and Kagan McKittrick '00,
in the final heat of the 50 freestyle.
Bennett and Bayuk finished first and
second with times of 20.59 and
21.00, respectively.
That's not the whole story, however. Earlier that morning, Bennett
posted a time of 20.4 , which is fast
enough to put him as the second
fastest Division III 50 freestyler in
the nation and qualify him for the
Olympic trials this summer.
Another Scot swimmer to "hammer down" over the weekend was
Scott Cameron '0 , who put up season best times in the 00 breastroke
1

1

1

McKittrick, Edwards and Bennett
sent the competition home with its
tail between its legs. Ashland and
Shippensburg put up a fight but the
men beat them down and won in a
new meet record and national qualifying time of 3:08.48.
Beckett commented on the men,
saying, "I am just as happy with the
men's efforts as they were able to
come out on top of Wittenberg and
John Carroll, who we had lost dual
meets to earlier in the season. The
men just got mean and went to the
weight room against their opponents
and the results are evidence of this."

Cheerleading squad back in action
Chris Powers

Sports Editor

At last night's men's basketball
game, the spectators were treated to
some sights that they hadn't seen for
a while.
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Happy Hour
Live Band:

Simpleton's
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p.m.

9

p.m.

1

60 Kendal Parte Rd.
(on tm edge of
C.V.N.RA.)

2719 Fulton Rd.
(across from AAA)

330-655-54- 44

330-452-63-
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655-548- 9
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Not only was there a competent
Oberlin team on the floor, but the
Wooster cheerleaders made their
first appearance of the season, sporting a full contingent of seven girls.
"This is the first year the unit has

12- -5

Tecnica
' Danner

Wednesday:

After Hours Cafe
10 p.m.- -

1

A.M.

nt,iv

L

had an advisor and a full learn,"
cheerleader Emily Gamber '01 said.
The advisor is Julie Snyder, who is
not affiliated with the school in any
other way. Snyder said she is "really excited" and they are looking
for a "more consistent program."
Her sentiments were echoed by
member Kay Wardlaw '00, who said,
"We are hoping to change the image

of cheerleading at this school.

We

work well together." Last night, the
team performed during halftime as
well as chiming in their usual sideline chants throughout the game.
Wardlaw indicated that the halftime
show's mounts were the first of their
kind here in at least eight years.
Although the squad's cheers fell
mostly on deaf ears to the crowd of
442, the group was still happy to be
back in action. "We are really excited about the year. We've been
working hard. I think we will surprise some people," Gamber said.
The cheerleaders hope that with
their new advisor they will continue
to improve as the season progresses.
The next time the cheerleaders wiU
appear is not until Jan. 22, when the
men's basketball team will take on
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Men's basketball thrashes Oberlin Women on flie slide
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Scots hand the Oberlin Yeomen a 91 53 pummeling

29-1- 5.
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photo byKarl Haddeland
in last night's contest
againtf Oberlin. The Scots went on to easily win the game by a score of
The Scots' next game will be over winter break at the Kalamazoo Tournament
before they return home for the Mose HoleKiwanis Classic later in December.
--

Wooster

te

48-2-

forward Brian Mitchell '02 rips down a rebound

91-5- 3.

91-5-

Chris Powers

Sports Editor

After a difficult
schedule the last few weeks, the
men's basketbalLteam opened conference play by handily defeating
the winless Earlham Quakers 7
a Richmond, Ind. The Scots trailed
9
at the half but were able to
pull away early in the second stanza
to put the game out of reach.
In the first half, throwing a ball
in the ocean would have been an
accomplishment for the two teams,
let alone putting one through the
hoop. Wooster managed to connect
on just 34 percent of their field goal
attempts, and the Quakers were even
worse, making only 31 percent of
their shots.
ce

non-conferen-

79-5-

30-2-

The assault on the rims and
backboards subsided long enough
adfor the Scots to gain a
vantage late in the half, but Earlham
fought back. The Quakers recovered and reeled off 1 6 straight points
to close the half with a
edge.
But whatever Coach Steve Moore
said at halftime was just what the
15-poi-

nt

one-poi- nt

Scots needed. Wooster came out
Moore was pleased with his
firing on all cylinders and went on team's performance. "We displayed
a 21-- 8 run to open a lead it would
great teamwork. That has been one
never relinquish.
of our trademarks all year," he said.
Led by strong frontcourt play, the "We really made the extra pass tonight. Our defensive intensity reScots dominated Earlham in the secally picked up and led to a lot of easy
ond half, outscoring them
baskets."
John Ellenwood '00 continued
Ryan Snyder '03 led the Scots
play in the paint as he finished with 22 points, eight rebounds with 16 points, including some outand four assists, despite seeing just side baskets that keyed an early Scot
run. Point guard Antwyan Reynolds
26 minutes of action.
Complementing Ellenwood in the '02 also had a strong game, scoring
post was Bryan Nelson '03, who 14 points, making three treys and
continued to shine in the early part dishing out four assists. Ellenwood
of the season. Nelson tallied 16 was held under his scoring average,
but still scored nine and grabbed 12
points and nine boards. Defensively, the Scots stifled the Quaker rebounds.
The Scots will have some time off
attack. Guard Steve Thompson '01
before they head to Michigan for the
nearly tied a school record by recording six steals. Nathan Stoops, a Kalamazoo Tournament next weekfirst year player for the Quakers, led end. Moore is ready for some tough
competition.
his team with 15 points.
The victory was the 350th of
"This tournament provides a
Moore's career. When asked about tough assignment We play Huntingit later, he said that he was unaware ton, an 1 NAIA team, and tournament host Kalamazoo is undethat he had even reached a milefeated. Also, it will be right at the
stone. He modestly said, "I've always said players win games and end of exam week and we may have
I've been fortunate to have good to go without one of our starters
players."
Thompson, he said.
50-2- 7.

his-robu-

11--

Kalamazoo Tourney (A)
Mose Hole Classic (H)
Jan. 8 Denison 3 p.m. (A)
Jan. 12 Kenyon 7:30 p.m. (A)
Jan. 15 Wabash 1 p.m. (A)
17-1- 8

29-3- 0

S

4

A

GO

FriJSaL Nan Nichols' Tournament (H)
Dec. 30 Ml. Vernon Naz. 7 p.m. (A)
Jan. 4 Oberlin 7:30 p.m. (A)
Jan. 7 Kenyon 7:30 p.m. (H)
Jan. 8 Ohio Wesleyan 7:30 p.m. (A)
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Meashia Washington '00 attempts to steal the ball from her opponent.
Washington and the Scots have begun the season with a 5 record, including
an 3 conference mark. The Scots hope to recover this weekend when they
.

1--

0--

host the Nan Nichols Tournament.

"

'

Ann Raymond
Office Man acer

15-- 5
at one point in the first half.
but Denison rallied and went into
the break leading
The Scots fought back to forge
a 2 lead with 14:53 left in the
second half but Denison went on a
run to recapture the lead
.Wooster's last attempt to win
came with 41 seconds left in the
game as the Scots cut the lead to

The road was not kind to the
Scots Saturday when they traveled
to Richmond, Ind. to take on the
Earlham Quakers.
However, Wooster converted six
of its 1 1 attempts from three point
land and shot 42 percent from the

26-2- 4.

33-3-

45-3-

field in the first half to start
quickly. . :
The Scots went into the break
down 0 but a 14-- 3 Quaker run
to open the second half coupled
with Wooster 's 10 of 32 shooting
1
effort led to zn
loss.
Y.'cxVruff 02
Guard :
led the fhrrj i:i sccrir with 17

52-5-

0.

5.'

-

On the next possession, though,
Denison converted a field goal to
put the game out of reach.
Several Scots still had positive
showings despite the setback. Forward Nara DeJesus '03 recorded
of the seaher third double-doubl- e
Y,ra::hdngton
son with 14 points and 10 re...Me with bounds.
i...
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or the Q
is.
The Sec is were once again the V The Scots take on Notre Dome
isitors when they took on Denison at 8 p.m. on Friday with the
game being played at 2
in Granville on Tuesday night..
And, once aain, the road was p.m. on Saturday and the champH
'
not kind. Wooster led the Bis Red onship game at 4 p.m.
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Men's Basketball
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The Scots' NCAC season contin
ued last night against Oberlin, another opponent yet to scratch the
win column. "Oberlin has good size
and some skilled players," Coach
Moore said. Having seen Oberlin
play the past couple years, that was
doubtful.
However, the Yeomen proved not
to be the pushovers they usually are
in the early minutes. Wooster
struggled to outdistance the Yeomen
until a 12-- 0 run about midway
through the first half stretched the
All was going well
lead to
for the Scots until the
mark of the half, when Thompson
injured his knee while diving for a
steal. Coach Moore expressed concern about Thompson's condition after the game. "The trainer said the
early prognosis is a torn meniscus,
meaning he'll be out for a couple
weeks. We'll know more after he goes
to the surgeon tomorrow," he said.
Following Thompson's exit, the
Scots continued to pound Oberlin by
scoring on nine of their last 10 possessions of the half. The 17-- 4 run
put Wooster up 5 at the break.
The Scots left nothing to chance
in the second half, dominating the
Yeomen for the entire 20 minutes
while cruising to a 3 victory.

SCOTS!

Jan. 14 Baldwin-Wallac-

e

Jan. 15 CWRVOberlin

5 p.m. (A)
1 p.m. (H)
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